Avongara Makala — Evaluations

AKC Approved Basenji Judge -- Eric Liebes on November 20, 2011

Typical Black & White markings.
Erect ears & properly set tail - not as curled as typical in the ring.
No doubt she is a basenji - she has the look, size, proportions & markings.
She will produce typical puppies bred to show stock.

Rating 3 good

AKC Approved Basenji-Breeder Judge -- Marianne Klinkowski on December 5, 2011

Makala is a sturdy black & white basenji bitch with a glossy pure black coat. She is off-square and a little short on leg, her topline rises slightly to the rear. Her bone is clean and fine. She has a deep chest with good fill in front and a nice shoulder with lovely length of upper arm and a balanced rear with long second thigh and low hocks. She moves smoothly with a ground-covering stride. Her feet are oval but could be tighter. She has a single-curled tail carried tea cup fashion over her back. She has an attractive head with nice wrinkle and her muzzle is shorter than her skull. Her almond shaped, obliquely-set eyes are as dark as they can be and her pigment is excellent. Her ears are small and hooded. She is friendly and exceptionally alert with a great temperament and strong breed character; she is catlike with a soul-stirring yodel.

All in all, I believe that Makala is very much a basenji.

Rating 3+ Good

Long-Time Breeder -- Carol Webb on September 25, 2011

Makala is a proper size with good proportions to her head with a nice dark eye. She is a bit wide in front but has proper bone. Her topline is soft and her neck is short. She has a nice layback of upper arm. Her tail has a loose curl but is reasonably set. Her movement is good but a little wide in front as noted above.

In my opinion this dog is a basenji.

Rating 4 Very Good
Form for Native Stock Evaluator

Evaluator: Long-Time-Basenji-Breeder  AKC Approved Basenji Judge
Dogs name: *Everyone*

Evaluator's comments:

**Typical black & white markings**

Erect ears & properly set tail — not as curled as typical in the ring.

No doubt she is a BASENJI — she has the look, size, proportion & markings.

She will produce typical puppy & adult to show stock.

Refer to "Guide for Native Stock Evaluators" for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5)  Very Good (4)  Good (3)  Fair (2)  Poor (1)  Unacceptable (0)

Name: [Redacted] Eric Liebes  Date: Nov 28, 2011

Signature: [Redacted]

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 31.
Form for
Native Stock Evaluator

Evaluator: AKC Approved Basenji-Breeder Judge

Dogs name: AVON GARA MAKALA

Evaluator's comments:

MAKALA IS A STURDY BLACK/WHITE BASENJI BITCH
WITH A GLOSSY PURE BLACK COAT, SHE IS OFF-SQUARE AND
A LITTLE SHORT ON LEGS; HER TOPLINE RISES SLIGHTLY
IN THE REAR; HER BONE IS CLEAN AND FINE.

SHE HAS A DEEP CHEST WITH GOOD FILL IN FRONT AND A NICE
SHOULDER WITH LOVELY LENGTH OF UPPER ARM AND A
BALANCED REAR WITH LONG SECOND THIGH AND LOW HOCKS.
SHE MOVES SMOOTHLY WITH A GROUND-COVERING STRIDE.
HER FEET ARE CUAL BUT COULD BE TIGHTER. SHE HAS A
SINGLE-CURLED TAIL CARRIED TEA-CUP FASHION OVER HER BACK.

SHE HAS AN ATTRACTIVE HEAD WITH NICE WRINKLE AND HER
MOZZLE IS SHORTER THAN HER SKULL. HER ALMOND-SHAPED,
OBLIQUELY-SET EYES ARE AS DARK AS THEY CAN BE AND HER
PIGMENT IS EXCELLENT. HER EARS ARE SMALL AND HOOLED.

SHE IS FRIENDLY AND EXCEPTIONALLY ALERT WITH A GREAT
TEMPERAMENT AND STRONG BREED CHARACTER. SHE IS
CATLIKE WITH A SOUL-STIRRING VOICE.

ALL IN ALL, I BELIEVE THAT MAKALA IS VERY MUCH A BASENJI.

Refer to "Guide for Native Stock Evaluators" for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5) Very Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) Unacceptable (0)

Name: MARIANNE KLEINOWSKI     Date: Dec 5, 2011

Signature: MARIANNE KLEINOWSKI

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 31.
Evaluator: Long-Time Basenji Breeder

Dogs name: MAKALA

Evaluator's comments:

Makala is a proper size with good proportions to her head with a nice dark eye. She is a bit wide in front but has proper bone. Her topline is soft and her neck is short. She has nice layback of upper arm. Her tail has a loose curl but is reasonably set. Her movement is good but a little wide in front as noted above.

In my opinion this dog is a Basenji.

Refer to "Guide for Native Stock Evaluators" for descriptions of evaluation categories.

Overall Evaluation (circle one):

Excellent (5) Very Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) Unacceptable (0)

Name: Carol A. Webb Date: 9/25/11

Signature: Carol A. Webb

Applicant collects all forms and mails to: Pam Geoffroy, 197 Mt. Hope St, North Attleboro, MA 02760. Completed Evaluator Form is due on December 31.